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ABSTRACT
This paper is a part of guidelines, prepared on behalf of the Consultative Committee
for Thermometry, on the methods how to realize the International Temperature Scale
of 1990.
It discusses all major issues linked to the influence of impurities on fixed-point
temperatures for the realization of the International Temperature Scale of 1990.
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1.

Introduction
The fixed-point temperatures of the ITS 90 are defined for phase transitions (triple,
melting, and freezing points) of ideally-pure, single-component substances (with the
exception of water, single-element substances). Though the impurity content of fixedpoint samples approaches or exceeds a level of one part per million (1 ppm) mole
fractions, the component caused by the influence of impurities often dominates the
uncertainty budgets of fixed-point realisations. Underestimation of this component
may be the root cause of temperature differences in excess of their combined
uncertainties among the national metrology institutes, as demonstrated in CCT Key
Comparisons [Mangum et al. 2002, Nubbemeyer and Fischer 2002]. The lack of a
common approach created a situation whereby estimates of this single component
differed by orders of magnitude from lab to lab even though the materials and their
treatment are very similar.
Recent improvements in the accuracy and limits of detection in the chemical
analysis of impurities in fixed-point substances have made it feasible to model and
correct for some impurities. This has had a considerable impact on both the realisation
techniques (see Sections 2.2 to 2.5) and uncertainty analysis. This section deals only
with impurity effects. However, the same observations and models apply to dilute
isotopic effects. At the state-of-the-art level of uncertainty, varying isotopic
compositions among fixed-point samples for the hydrogen, neon, and water fixed
points result in significant variations in the realised temperatures. To solve this
problem (for these three substances), the isotopic compositions are specified in the
Technical Annex for the ITS 90 [TA-ITS 90 2013] together with functions for
correcting the realised temperatures to the reference compositions.
In this section, it is intended to standardise the methodology by proposing the
Sum of Individual Estimates (SIE) as the preferred method for estimating the change
in the observed liquidus-point temperature relative to that of the chemically-pure
material when sufficient information is available to enable the required calculations.
When this is not possible, the Overall Maximum Estimate (OME) is an acceptable,
though less desirable, alternative. Uncertainty Estimation based on Representative
Comparisons (ERCs) is specifically discouraged, but ERCs remain useful as a tool to
assess in-ingot impurity effects. Thermal analysis (i.e. as derived from the slope of a
freezing or melting curve) is another means of validation. However, thermal analysis
should not be used to derive the fixed-point-cell uncertainty component attributable to
impurities because some impurities can alter the melting temperature without
broadening the melting range.
The section is organised as follows. First, the crystallographic behaviour of
impurities during freezing and melting under different experimental conditions is
briefly discussed in the dilute limit. Then, methods are recommended for estimating
the influence of impurities on the phase-transition temperature and the corresponding
uncertainties. Here, special emphasis is given to considering only those impurities that
actually influence the phase-transition temperature. General comments are given on
the crystallographic parameters needed to apply these methods, on the traceable
analysis of the impurity content, and on the assessment of the degrees of freedom
required when expanded uncertainties are to be deduced for a given confidence level.
This is followed by a description of methods to validate fixed-point cells. Finally, the
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peculiarities of the impurity effects in three classes of fixed-point substances are
compared: cryogenic gases (triple points of e-H2, Ne, O2, and Ar); water; and metals
(triple point of Hg, melting point of Ga, and freezing points of In, Sn, Zn, Al, Ag, Au,
and Cu).

2.

Effects of impurities in fixed-point samples
Background information on the behaviour of impurities during freezing and melting is
contained in various text books, for instance in [Lewis et al. 1961, Gilman 1963,
Ubbelohde 1965, Prince 1966, Pfann 1966, Brice 1973, Hein and Buhrig 1983,
Chernov 1984, Sloan and McGhie 1988, Kurz and Fisher 1998, Pimpinelli and Villain
1998, Drápala and Kuchař 2008]. The starting point for the thermodynamic
description of phase transitions is establishing the equality of the thermodynamic
potentials of the involved phases. In Appendix 1, this approach is used to derive
approximate relations between the basic crystallographic parameters and the relevant
thermodynamic quantities. In this subsection, the relations from the literature that are
needed to assess the uncertainty due to the influence of impurities are summarised.

2.1.

Basic crystallographic parameters

In order to assess the quality of the realized phase-transition temperature of a fixedpoint material, one must analyse in detail the influence of the concentrations of the
material’s impurities (and their segregation) on the fixed-point temperature and on the
shape of the freezing and melting curves, see for instance [Fellmuth and Hill 2006].
This influence is governed primarily by the crystallographic behaviour of the
impurities at low concentrations in the host material. From the equilibrium binary
phase diagram at low concentrations, see Subsection 4, one must deduce for each
impurity the following two parameters: the equilibrium distribution coefficient,

k0i  csi / cli , of impurity i and the derivative mli = Tl / cli of the temperature of the
liquidus line in the phase diagram with regard to the concentration of impurity i,
where csi and cli are mole fraction concentrations of the impurity i in the solid and
liquid equilibrium phases of the sample, respectively. The equilibrium distribution
coefficient is a measure of the relative solubility of the impurity in the solid and liquid
phases of the host. For different solubilities ( k0i  1 ), solid will form with a different
impurity concentration relative to the liquid as freezing progresses. This segregation
of impurities between the solid and liquid phases causes the concentration in the
remnant liquid to increase ( k0i  1 ) or decrease ( k0i  1 ), which in turn causes the
phase-transition temperature to decrease with increasing solid fraction in both cases.
The solubility in the solid host is negligible if the equilibrium distribution coefficient
has a value  0.01. The shape of an observed phase-transition curve may depend
strongly on the experimental conditions, especially on the rate of freezing, if the
concentration of impurities is significant. In some cases, details of the history of the
sample before it enters the phase transition, such as the length of time in the liquid
state and the temperature of the liquid before beginning the freeze, may also be
important.
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2.2.

Pure Solid / Liquid Solution

For the rare case when all impurities are insoluble in the solid phase of the host
material ( k0i  0 ) and the ideal solution law is valid, the impurities remain in the
liquid solution. Then, if one assumes that there are no concentration gradients in the
liquid as the host component slowly freezes, the depression of the freezing-point
temperature (relative to the freezing-point temperature of the pure material) is directly
proportional to the impurity concentration divided by the "first cryoscopic constant"
[Guggenheim 1949, Furukawa et al. 1984, Mangum and Furukawa1990, Furukawa
1986]. This is expressed approximately as
Tpure - Tobs = cl /A ,

(1)

Tobs is the observed equilibrium temperature of the sample. When an infinitesimal
amount of solid has frozen, Tobs is the liquidus-point temperature of the sample. Tpure
is the freezing-point temperature of the pure material, cl is the mole fraction impurity
concentration in the liquid, and A is the first cryoscopic constant. A is given by the
relation:
A = L/(R[Tpure]2) ,

(2)

where L is the molar heat of fusion and R is the molar gas constant.
Ideally, as freezing proceeds, the pure solid phase of the fixed-point substance
remains in equilibrium with the impure liquid phase (a solution of the fixed-point
substance and the impurity), and the impurity concentration c1 is inversely
proportional to the fraction F of the sample melted, i.e.
cl = cl1/F ,

(3)

where cl1 is the impurity concentration when the fixed-point material is completely
melted (F = 1). By substitution of Equation (3) into Equation (1), the following
equation is obtained
Tpure - Tobs = cl1/(FA) .

(4)

The effect of the total impurity concentration cl1 is thus enhanced by the factor 1/F.
Thus, for systems containing only impurities with k0i  0 , plots of temperature
versus 1/F provide a direct measure of the impurity concentration, and extrapolations
to 1/F = 0 can be used to determine Tpure. In practice, few impurities have k0i  0
exactly, and it is extremely unlikely that a fixed point will only have impurities with
k0i  0 , so Equation (4) is at best an approximation for some fixed-point realisations
and misleading for others. If Equation (4) is fitted to freezing curves of samples
containing many different impurities with a range of k0i values, the fit is only
approximate, tends to confuse temperature elevation and depression, and can
significantly underestimate the temperature depression in samples with significant
impurity concentrations with 0.1 < k0i < 1 [Fellmuth 2003, Fellmuth and Hill 2006].
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2.3.

Solid Solution / Liquid Solution

When solid solutions of a fixed-point material and its impurities are formed (solid
solution / liquid solution), three distinct conditions of segregation of the components
can occur during freezing (diffusion in the solid phase can usually be neglected)
[Gilman 1963]: Complete mixing, partial mixing, and no mixing in the liquid. In the
latter two cases, non-equilibrium effects have to be considered. In practice, several
non-equilibrium effects affect the distribution of impurities. These include diffusion,
convection, and the non-uniform advancement of the interface due to the formation of
particular crystalline structures [Sloan and McGhie 1988].
For fixed-point realisations, diffusion effects are particularly significant. The
time taken for impurities to fully diffuse and equilibrate over distances of many
millimetres in the liquid phase is usually tens of hours. Consequently, the shape and
temperature range of freezing plateaus can depart significantly from the equilibrium
curves. The effects of convection are insignificant because of the very small
temperature gradients in the sample volume. Considering the typical order of
magnitude of the diffusion coefficients D in liquid metals (10–5 cm2/s), the case of
complete mixing is approximated only at very small rates of freezing, i.e., at very low
velocities v of the liquid/solid interface (vl/D << 1, where l is the length of the sample
in the freezing direction, i.e., the direction of solid growth). Thus, for the experimental
conditions normally realized, the results must be analyzed carefully to determine
whether the segregation of the impurities is in accordance with the strongest possible
dependence given by Equation (5) below.

2.3.1 Complete mixing in the liquid
For this case, it is assumed that freezing is slow enough for complete and uniform
mixing (resulting from convection and diffusion of the impurities in the liquid phase)
to preclude concentration gradients in the liquid. This leads to the maximum possible
segregation of the impurities, and the dependence of Tobs on F is given by the
following equation based on the Gulliver-Scheil model [Gulliver 1913, Scheil 1942,
Pfann 1966]

Tpure  Tobs   mli cli ( F )   mli cl1i F k0 1 .
i

i

(5)

i

Equation (4) results from Equation (5) if k0i  0 and mli = –1/A for all impurities. For
k0i  1 , no segregation of impurities occurs, and Tobs is independent of F.
For many systems, it has been shown experimentally [Hein and Buhrig 1983]
that the relation

Tl / cli  (1  k0i ) / A
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is a good approximation at low concentrations, cf. Appendix 2 and [Pearce 2014]. In
Appendix 1, this relation is derived from the thermodynamic description of phase
transitions and by assuming that the impurity-host mixtures are ideal solutions and the
heat of fusion is independent of the impurity concentrations.

2.3.2 Partial mixing in the liquid
For the case of partial mixing in the liquid, the distribution of impurities in the liquid
is affected by diffusion and convection. Under these assumptions, the segregation of
impurities depends strongly on the freezing conditions and is governed by an effective
i
distribution coefficient keff
that has a value between k0i and 1. For a planar solidliquid interface in an infinite liquid, it is given by [Burton et al. 1953, Pfann 1966]

i
keff


k0i
,
k0i  (1  k0i )exp(vd / Di )

(7)

where v is the interface velocity, d is the 1/e thickness of the liquid layer in front of
the interface where the impurity has become enriched or depleted, and Di is the
i
diffusion coefficient for the impurity in the liquid. The value of keff
approaches 1 if
the rate of freezing and, consequently, the velocity of the liquid/solid interface, is high
[Gilman 1963]. When the freeze happens very quickly relative to diffusion rates, no
segregation is observed and the entire sample freezes at one temperature. Thus, the
effect of rapid freezing during quenching is to prevent segregation. (The limited
thermal conductivity of materials makes it practically impossible to freeze fixed-point
samples sufficiently quickly to prevent segregation completely [Jimeno-Largo et al.
2005].) Therefore, to properly analyse the influence of impurities, it is very important
i
has nearly the same value as k0i .
to ensure conditions are such that keff

2.3.3 No mixing in the liquid
For this case, it is assumed that the impurity distribution in the liquid phase is affected
by diffusion alone, and that diffusion is inadequate to mix the impurities throughout
the liquid. Then, as freezing advances, the impurity concentration in the liquid layer
adjacent to the liquid/solid interface increases ( k0i < 1) or decreases ( k0i > 1) as the
impurities are rejected from or gathered by the freezing solid. In an infinite sample,
this progresses until the concentration of impurities freezing into the solid is cl1i (the
steady-state impurity distribution). Under those conditions, the concentration of
impurities in the liquid at the interface will be cl1i / k0i and there will be no further
segregation. For a finite-size fixed-point sample, the resulting impurity distribution in
the solid depends strongly on the equilibrium distribution coefficient, the rate of
freezing (velocity of the liquid/solid interface), the diffusion coefficient of the
impurity in the liquid, and the sample geometry [Smith and Tiller 1955, Tiller and
Sekerka 1964, Verhoeven and Heimes 1971]. For the discussion here, the special
freezing conditions that occur in the case of no mixing may be represented by the
simple equation given in [Tiller et al. 1953] that describes the resulting impurity
distribution in the solid:
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csi  cl1i 1  (1  k0i )exp(k0i vx / Di )  ,

(8)

where x is the distance of the liquid-solid interface from the location where freezing
commenced.

2.4.

Melting curves

The discussions above apply directly only to freezing. When evaluating melting
curves, a principal difference between freezing and melting has to be considered
[Fellmuth and Hill 2006, Wolber and Fellmuth 2008]: Due to supercooling, freezing
occurs at, and grows from, the interfaces created by the initial nucleation of solid,
whereas the absence of overheating allows melting to occur also in microscopic
regions throughout the whole solid sample portion. In these microscopic regions,
diffusion may be sufficient to redistribute the impurities, i.e. melting in the
microscopic regions takes place nearly under equilibrium conditions in the volume.
Near thermal equilibrium, melting starts in microscopic sample portions having a
depressed melting temperature, i.e. near crystal defects (e.g. grain boundaries representing inner surfaces - and dislocations) and surfaces [Papon et al. 2006].
The micro-redistribution is necessary for the beginning of the melt in the vicinity
of the solidus line because the liquid phase is unstable with a macroscopically uniform
impurity concentration at the temperature defined by the solidus line. Stability
demands a liquid with an equilibrium impurity concentration equal to csi / k0i . The
situation is illustrated in Figure 1 for an impurity with k0i < 1. Equilibrium freezing at
low velocities is possible starting at the liquidus line as shown in the left diagram
because mixing in the liquid is sufficient. The impurity concentrations in the solid
(solidus line) and liquid (liquidus line) can have the ratio k0i . On the contrary,
macroscopic diffusion in the solid is too slow for an equilibrium melting starting at
the solidus line. Thus, macroscopic melting can take place only at the liquidus line,
but this is a non-equilibrium phase transition. Equilibrium melting along the dotted
line in the right diagram is restricted to microscopic regions.
During melting, the thermometer measures the temperature of the material
adjacent to the re-entrant thermometer well of the fixed-point cell that is determined
by the temperature of the interfaces between the microscopic liquid drops and the
surrounding solid. The temperature of the advancing macroscopic outer solid-liquid
interface is slightly higher than that measured by the thermometer because at this
interface non-equilibrium melting takes place at the liquidus line. The outer interface
reflects the impurity distribution resulting from the freeze that precedes the melt, but
this has no influence on the thermometer reading. Thus, the melting curves of rapidly
frozen samples are not fully flat because of the microscopic segregation. After slow
freezing, the macroscopic segregation superposes the microscopic one. An observed
melting curve is, therefore, not a time-reversed version of the freezing curve, and it is
generally broader. This is the reason why freezing curves are mostly the better choice
for fixed-point realisations.
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Figure 1: Simplified schematic representation of freezing (on the left) and melting
(on the right) in a binary phase diagram for an impurity with k0i < 1 at low
concentrations. For macroscopic phase changes, only the way along the solid lines is
allowed. The dotted melting line is possible in microscopic regions.
.
Furthermore, a reliable evaluation of a melting curve obtained after a slow freeze
is nearly impossible because the distribution of impurities and the location of the
liquid-solid interfaces are ambiguous for the following reason. Impurities with k0i < 1
are concentrated by the freezing process from the outer to the inner cell wall near the
re-entrant thermometer well. During the melt, a liquid-solid interface may form in this
impure zone even without inducing it, and the thermometer measures the temperature
of this zone as this interface sweeps slowly through the layers of impurity. Under
these conditions, the observed melting behaviour may correspond to that of only a few
percent of the sample.

3.

Methods for estimating the effects of impurities and
uncertainties
Three methods of differing significance were proposed in [Fellmuth et al. 2001 and
2005] with a view to obtaining a reliable estimate of the uncertainty component due
to impurities. These methods are the “Sum of Individual Estimates” (SIE), the
“Overall Maximum Estimate” (OME), and the “Estimate based on Representative
Comparisons” (ERC). They are discussed here in turn (ERC in Subsection 7), and also
some additional combined approaches. Since the estimates are valid for the liquidus
point, where only an infinitesimal portion of the sample is frozen, the
determination of the liquidus-point temperature is treated at the end of this section.
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3.1.

Sum of individual estimates (SIE)

The application of this method requires the determination of the concentrations
cli of all relevant impurities using appropriate analysis techniques, see Subsection 5,
and knowledge of the concentration-dependence of the fixed-point temperature for the
different impurities detected. The latter is simply the derivative mli  Tl / cli of the
temperature Tl of the liquidus line in the phase diagram with regard to the
concentration of impurity i, which must be deduced for each impurity from the
corresponding equilibrium phase diagram at low concentrations (see Subsection 4),
and cli is the mole fraction concentration of the impurity i in the liquid equilibrium
phase of the sample. In Appendix 2 Distribution coefficients and liquidus-line slopes,
the derivatives are tabulated together with the distribution coefficients for each of the
fixed points of the ITS-90. The intent of this collation of data is to harmonise the
uncertainty estimation and avoid duplication of analysis of the phase diagrams. The
Appendices 2, 3 Data on precipitation, and 4 Common impurities found in fixed-point
materials remain a work in progress that will be updated as additional information
becomes available. Use of the SIE method is not recommended for materials of less
than 99.999% purity since the assumptions of independent influence appropriate to the
dilute limit may no longer apply.
Based on Equation (5), the SIE approach yields for the change in the observed
fixed-point temperature Tobs relative to that of the chemically pure material Tpure at the
liquidus point (F=1, where F is the fraction of sample melted):

TSIE  Tpure  Tobs   cl1i (Tl / cli )   cl1i mli .
i

(9)

i

In Equation (9), cl1i is the concentration of the impurity i at the liquidus point. The
summation is over all impurities present in the liquid since, in the dilute limit, there is
evidence that each impurity behaves independently, and the formation of ternary and
higher-order compounds exert a negligible influence. Thus, the SIE method is in
explicit accordance with the notion that the temperature of the fixed point should be
corrected for the influence of impurities by the amount calculated via Equation (9).
This is fully consistent with the directive in the Evaluation of measurement data Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [JCGM 2008] that
calls for all measurements to be corrected for known bias or systematic effects. At
present, the uncertainty estimates for chemical analyses are rarely expressed in a
manner consistent with the GUM and the reliability of the estimates remains a
concern, see Subsection 5.
The standard uncertainty of the estimate ΔTSIE then results from the uncertainties
of the analysis data u( cl1i ) and of the data for the concentration dependencies u( mli ):
2

u 2 (TSIE )   u (cl1i )mli   cl1i u (mli ) 

2

.

(10)

i

When the uncertainty of the chemical analysis is large compared to other
uncertainties, it is imperative to compute the degrees of freedom associated with the
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standard uncertainty of Equation (10), see Subsection 6, to ensure that the expanded
uncertainty can be properly computed.
It is challenging to implement the SIE method in practice because of the
following reasons:
 limitations of the chemical analysis;
 limited knowledge of low-concentration liquidus-line slopes;
 the chemically analysed sample portion may not be representative of the ingot
in the fixed-point cell, e.g. due to a contamination of the material during the
filling and use of the cell;
 limited knowledge of the effect of oxides formed throughout the ingot and
effect of other gases.
Therefore, complementary techniques are recommended to validate fixed-point cells,
see Subsection 7. If the necessary information is not available for all impurities, the
SIE method can be combined with other approaches, see Subsection 3.3.
In the correction ΔTSIE of the SIE approach given by Equation (9), only
impurities dissolved in the fixed-point material should be included. Appendix 4
Common impurities found in fixed-point materials lists the impurity elements that are
most likely to be present in commercially-available materials. In [Fahr and Rudtsch
2009, Fahr et al. 2011], the authors argued that some impurities may be present as
undissolved oxides, and should be omitted from the correction. An elemental chemical
analysis (e.g. Glow Discharge Mass Spectrometry (GD-MS)) is incapable of
providing evidence of such compounds. The formation of impurity oxides is likely if
the impurity’s affinity for oxygen exceeds that of the host material. As a rough guide
for the metallic fixed-point materials of the ITS-90, in [Fahr and Rudtsch 2009] a
ranking is deduced by comparing thermodynamic data for many impurity oxides to
that for the oxides of the host metals (this is analogous to the electromotive series).
This ranking should be applied with caution for the following reasons. (i) The ranking
is based on estimates of chemical activities, which may strongly deviate from the
concentration values. (ii) There needs to be sufficient oxygen at the sites of the
impurity atoms. (iii) The impurity molecules must precipitate to an inner or outer
surface. If the oxide molecules are soluble in the melt, but not in the solid host metal,
then these molecules have an influence corresponding to Raoult’s law, i.e. possibly a
stronger influence than the impurity atoms, or at least different. Items (ii) and (iii) are
connected with the process kinetics. Further investigations are necessary because the
ranking is not conclusive for several impurity oxides due to the lack of data. As well,
the behaviour of non-metallic elements and gases is difficult to estimate [Drápala and
Kuchař 2008]. (For instance, the effect of dissolved oxygen on the silver freezing
point is discussed by Bongiovanni et al. (1975).) Thus, the exclusion of certain
impurities from the correction ΔTSIE makes the application of the SIE method easier,
but it must be based on sound evidence. If this cannot be guaranteed, it is better to
apply combined estimation methods, see below. The conditions that exist during
doping experiments are quite different from those that occur during a typical fixedpoint realization, so they do not yield conclusive results per se. For instance, active
mixing of the components (e.g. by stirring) may introduce additional oxygen. Data on
the possibility of precipitation are collated in Appendix 3.
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The SIE method can be applied to the cryogenic fixed points (triple points of
e-H2, Ne, O2, and Ar) because the cryogenic gases have relatively few impurities that
affect the liquidus-point temperature, and most of the liquidus-line slopes are well
known, see [Pavese 2009, Pavese and Molinar 2013], Subsection 8.1, and Appendix 2.
Furthermore, the typical maximum magnitude of the effects (a few 10 µK per ppm) is
an order of magnitude smaller than for metal fixed points. The SIE method is not yet
fully applied to any of the metal fixed points. Fellmuth and Hill (2006) presented the
first example of an SIE analysis for a metal fixed point, namely the freezing point of
tin. (They have omitted six non-metallic elements and gases detected by mass
spectrometry.) Furthermore, they discussed and demonstrated the limitations of
thermal analysis in the assessment of impurity effects, and compared the SIE method
to other methods. This has been done also by other groups, see Subsection 7. Other
examples for the application of the SIE method are given in [Bloembergen and
Yamada 2006, Renaot et al. 2008, Krapf et al. 2012].

3.2.

Overall maximum estimate (OME)

The OME method must be applied if the concentrations of the impurities or their
individual influence on the fixed-point temperature are unknown as accurately as
necessary for the SIE method to be of use. All that is required is an accurate estimate
of the overall impurity concentration, expressed as a mole fraction. With this, the
OME for the liquidus-point temperature change is given by

TOME = cl1/A .

(11)

For the fixed-point substances of the ITS-90, values for the first cryoscopic constant A
are given in Table 1 together with the latent heats of fusion L. At the liquidus point
(F = 1), the right side of Equation (11) is equal to that of Equation (4), but this does
not mean that the validity of Raoult’s law is assumed. ΔTOME can be regarded as a
maximum estimate because the manufacture of high-purity metals usually includes
zone refining, which preferentially removes impurities with extreme values of the
equilibrium distribution coefficient ( k0i > 2). With Equation (6) this means: The
derivative mli is not larger than 1/A, and Equation (11) follows from Equation (9) for
mli = –1/A. (Nevertheless, it is recommended that the concentration of impurities with
k0i > 2 be verified, as only a small number are relevant to each fixed-point
substance.)
Even though the OME method provides an overall estimate for the expected
temperature change, it should not be used to correct the fixed-point temperature
because Equation (11) yields only a bound. However, the value may be used to
estimate the uncertainty component arising from the impurities present in the sample.
If it is assumed that any liquidus temperature from –ΔTOME to ΔTOME is equally likely,
Equation (12) is recommended for this purpose:

u2(TOME) = [TOME]2 / 3 = [cl1 / A]2 / 3 .
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Especially when the uncertainty u(ΔTOME) is large compared to other
components of the overall uncertainty budget, it is again necessary to determine the
effective degrees of freedom. The finite degrees of freedom arise principally from the
uncertainty in the estimated impurity concentration cl1. Given that the uncertainty of
the impurity is likely to be in the range 100% to 300%, see Subsection 5, it is vital that
the degrees of freedom be stated together with the standard uncertainty to ensure
proper calculation of the coverage factor and expanded uncertainty for the desired
confidence level, see Subsection 6.
If the uncertainties of the analysis results and the slopes mli are sufficiently
small, the SIE method generally yields smaller uncertainty estimates than the OME
method.
Chemical assays should include, as a minimum, all of the common elements that
are normally found in a particular fixed-point material, see Appendix 4. If the
abundances of these elements are not specifically identified, then half the detection
limit should be used. It is important to emphasize that the certificate of analysis must
include an uncertainty statement as the chemists performing the analyses are in the
best position to make such estimates. When such information is lacking, or when it is
evident that the analysis is incomplete, use of the nominal purity (e.g. 99.9999%) is
recommended with an estimated standard uncertainty equal to the remaining impurity
(e.g. 10–6 mole fraction or ppm). However, use of the nominal purity can be expected
to underestimate the uncertainty component.

Table 1. The latent heats of fusion (L) and the first cryoscopic constants (A) for the
fixed point substances of the ITS-90 [Rudtsch 2005].
Substance
e-H2
Ne
O2
Ar
Hg
H2O
Ga
In
Sn
Zn
Al
Ag
Au
Cu

T90

L

A

A–1

K

J / mole

K–1

mK / 10–6 mole fraction

13.8033
24.5561
54.3584
83.8058
234.3156
273.1600
302.9146
429.7485
505.078
692.677
933.473
1234.93
1337.33
1357.77

117
335
444
1188
2301
6008
5885
3291
7162
7068
10789
11284
12720
12928

0.0739
0.0668
0.0181
0.0203
0.005041
0.009684
0.007714
0.002143
0.003377
0.001772
0.001489
0.000890
0.000855
0.000843
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0.014
0.015
0.055
0.049
0.198
0.103
0.130
0.467
0.296
0.564
0.672
1.124
1.170
1.186

3.3.

Combined methods

To reduce the effort in estimating the uncertainty due to impurities, it may be
acceptable to combine methods. An obvious combination is to use the SIE method
(correction and uncertainty estimate) for the dominant impurities and the OME
method (only the uncertainty estimate) for the remaining impurities.
It is also possible to use the SIE method together with a modified OME method
if the equilibrium distribution coefficients of all relevant impurities are known. The
modification of the OME method concerns the estimation of the overall concentration
of the remaining impurities, which should have k0i values less than or approximately
equal to 0.1. The change of the liquidus temperature by these impurities can be
reliably estimated by fitting the right-side expression of Equation (4) to a freezing or
melting curve measured with one solid-liquid interface, see [Mangum et al. 2000], in
an appropriate F range. (The fitted coefficient c11 is also influenced by the dominant
impurities with k0i values larger than 0.1 present in the sample, but this usually leads
to an acceptable overestimation.) Thus, it is only necessary to determine the
concentrations of the impurities with k0i > 0.1 and to combine the two uncertainty
estimates based on Equation (12) ( k0i ≤ 0.1) and Equation (10) ( k0i > 0.1).
It must be stressed that Equation (4), i.e. Raoult’s law, should not be applied
casually for all impurities since, strictly speaking, it is only valid for impurities that
are insoluble in the solid phase ( k0i = 0). A chemical analysis is required to ensure
that the influence of impurities with significant solubility in the solid phase is first
accounted for by the SIE method. For k0i > 0.1, the inappropriate application of
Raoult’s law will significantly underestimate the change in the liquidus-point
temperature [Fellmuth 2003, Fellmuth and Hill 2006].
Since the modified OME method depends on fitting the freezing or melting curve
over some range of liquid fraction F, the results so obtained will be affected by other
factors that influence the shape of the curve. Care must be taken that the realisation
follows good practice to minimize the effects of the thermal environment on the shape
of the curve [Mangum et al. 2000, Rudtsch et al. 2008, Fahr and Rudtsch 2008,
Pearce et al. 2012 and 2013]. While the origin of the slope of the melting curve may
be incorrectly attributed (when such effects are observable), the uncertainty arising
from the analysis goes some way towards recognizing the fact that such curves are not
ideally flat, and the likely consequence is a somewhat increased uncertainty estimate.
Furthermore, non-equilibrium effects have to be considered when evaluating freezing
or melting curves, see Subsection 2.3. While long freezing curves are preferred,
investigations of the rate-dependence are encouraged as such influences ought to be
part of the overall uncertainty budget. This investigation allows an estimate of how
large the deviations from the behaviour corresponding to Equation (4) may be. It has
long been recognized that the shape of the melt is sensitive to the distribution of
impurities, see Subsection 2.4. This is best demonstrated by comparing a melt
following a very fast (quench) freeze that generally leads to a reasonably
homogeneous sample to one following a very slow freeze that allows significant
impurity segregation.
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Two other modifications of the OME method are proposed in [Pavese 2011]. The
One-Sided OME is simply a proposal to decrease the uncertainty estimate by a factor
of two compared with Equation (12) if all relevant impurities have equilibrium
distribution coefficients smaller than one. The Average Overall Estimate uses in
Equation (11) the mean liquidus-line slopes of all relevant impurities instead of 1/A.
Both approaches decrease the uncertainty estimate, but do not contain more
information on the impurity effects. The schemes IE-IRE and SIE-IE-IRE proposed
by Bloembergen et al. (2011), where the acronym IE stands for Individual Estimates
and IRE for Individual Random Estimates, are not really new approaches. In fact, IE is
identical with SIE if Equation (6) is used for determining approximate values of the
liquidus-line slopes mli = Tl / cli . After a complicated derivation, the final formula
for IRE is completely identical with Equation (12) of the OME method. Thus, IE-IRE
is SIE-OME applying Equation (6) as approximation.

3.4.

Determination of the Liquidus-Point Temperature

Complications from non-equilibrium effects, multiple impurities of different k0i
values acting together, and thermal effects make it practically impossible to
definitively relate the observed broadening of freezing or melting curves to impurity
concentrations or to infer reliable quantitative estimates of the temperature depression
or elevation. Consequently, the only point on a phase-transition curve amenable to
modelling (from which the fixed-point temperature is determined) is the liquidus
point.
For the freezing curves of the metallic fixed-point materials, the maximum
should be taken as the best approximation of the liquidus-point temperature.
Observation of the curves should be performed with inner and outer liquid-solid
interfaces (see [Mangum et al. 2000]) and should extend past the maximum by 10 %
to 20 % of the fraction frozen, to clearly establish the value of the maximum and the
resolution of its determination. Furthermore, it should be checked if special freezing
conditions could cause a significant difference between maximum and liquidus-point
temperature, see for instance [Yamazawa et al. 2007].
For the melting curves used to realize the triple points of the cryogenic gases via
adiabatic techniques as well as the triple point of mercury and the melting point of
gallium, the liquidus-point temperature should be determined by extrapolating the
dependence of the melting temperature on the fraction of sample melted to the
liquidus point. This is done by fitting a function Tobs(F) to the experimental data,
keeping in mind the following suggestions:
 The fitting should be performed in an F range for which the melting
temperature Tobs of the fixed-point sample can be determined with the
lowest possible uncertainty. For example, the cryogenic gases have
very small thermal conductivities. This causes the melting curves to
become sensitive to the thermal surroundings as melting proceeds
towards large F values. This influences the shape of the melting curve
and increases the uncertainty in estimating the liquidus–point
temperature. On the other hand, most physical effects influence the
melting temperature at low F values where the solid phase dominates
(i.e. effects arising from the influence of crystal defects, of the spin-
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conversion catalyst necessary to realize the triple-point of equilibrium
hydrogen (e-H2), etc.). Thus, the choice of the F range used for fitting
should be considered very carefully after taking into account the
properties and behaviour of the specific fixed-point material [Fellmuth
and Wolber 2011].
 To extrapolate the melting curve to the liquidus point, the melting
curve is approximated by a function Tobs(F) whose form corresponds
to the F-dependence of the effects influencing the shape of the melting
curve. (The simplest approaches are to fit Tobs versus F or 1/F.) The
optimum function may prove different for the various fixed-point
materials. The choice should be guided by selecting a form that
minimizes the standard deviation of the experimental data from the fit
function and maximizes the repeatability of the liquidus-point
temperature.
Fortunately, the melting curves of high-purity materials are in many cases
sufficiently flat that detailed fitting is unnecessary. The value near 50% melted
fraction is often an adequate estimate of the liquidus-point temperature that avoids the
influences of crystal defects, etc. at low melted fraction and the thermal influences
that manifest at large melted fraction. This approach is recommended for the very flat
curves observed for the fixed points of mercury, water, and gallium realizable at very
high purity.
The uncertainty in determining the liquidus-point temperature from the observed
freezing or melting curves must also be included in the overall uncertainty budget for
the fixed-point realisation. This component is in addition to the uncertainty
component attributable to the influence of impurities on the liquidus-point
temperature and estimated as discussed previously.

4.

Collation of Crystallographic Parameters
The parameters mli and k0i necessary for the estimation of impurity effects can be
deduced via three paths: Binary phase diagrams published in the literature,
thermodynamic calculation of phase equilibria, and doping experiments at low
impurity concentrations. These three paths are discussed below in turn. A review of
the available data on equilibrium distribution coefficients k0i is given in [Pearce
2014]. Suggested k0i values are deduced from different sources and evaluations:
experimental literature data, thermodynamic calculations, application of Equation (6),
predictions based on patterns for the dependence of k0i on the position of the host
material in the periodic table, and the Goldilocks principle [Atkins 1978, Weinstein
and Adam 2008] for estimating the correct value within an order of magnitude.
Surprisingly, the data evaluation in [Pearce 2014] seems to indicate that the
distribution coefficient of an impurity is independent of the properties of the host
material. Furthermore, useful guidance on the magnitude of this parameter is given.
The data used to construct phase diagrams has improved significantly in recent
years. In 1978, the ASM (American Society for Metals) International joined forces
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with the National Bureau of Standards (now the National Institute of Standards and
Technology) in an effort to improve the reliability of phase diagrams by evaluating the
existing data on a system-by-system basis. An international programme for alloy
phase diagrams was carried out. The results are available in the ASM Handbook
[Baker 1992], in the three-volume set of “Binary Alloy Phase Diagrams” [Massalski
et al. 1990, Massalski 1996], in the ten-volume set of “Handbook of Ternary Alloy
Phase Diagrams” [Villars et al. 1995], and in the books published by Okamoto
[Okamoto 2000 and 2002].
Computer software for thermodynamic calculations, e.g. MTDATA, FactSage,
Thermo-Calc, are currently capable of computing phase diagrams using databases that
quantify the thermodynamic properties of the materials [Eriksson and Hack 1990,
Jansson et al. 1993, Andersson et al. 2001, Davies et al. 2002, Bale et al. 2002, Head
et al. 2008, Petchpong and Head 2011a, Pearce 2014]. These programs minimise the
Gibbs free energy of a chemical system with respect to the portions of individual
species that could possibly form. This allows the calculation of the equilibrium state
and the overall composition. The calculations suggest that in general k0i exhibits only
a very weak (< 5 %) dependence on impurity concentration up to about 1000 ppm.
Currently, the standard uncertainty in the calculated values is not known, but based on
the scatter observed in comparison with other determinations of k0i for comparable
systems it is estimated to be of the order of 30 %.
The available data are sufficient for systems for which miscibility without the
formation of other phases has been verified up to a few per cent or more by
metallographic methods. For these systems, peculiarities should not exist at very low
concentrations. On the other hand, further investigations are necessary for systems
referred to as degenerate or zero-percent (“0 %”) systems [Hume-Rothery and
Anderson 1960, Stølen S and Grønvold 1999, Andersson et al. 2001], for which
solubility has yet to be detected. Such systems are particularly insidious if eutectics or
peritectics are formed very close to the freezing temperature of the pure host metal at
impurity concentrations much smaller than 1 %, i.e. near to “0 %”. Freezing at the
eutectic or peritectic formation temperature may yield a very flat freezing curve
[Connolly and McAllan 1980]. Since the phase diagrams have typically been
investigated at concentrations near and in excess of one per cent, a small solubility at
very low concentrations cannot be ruled out. Thermodynamic calculations are also
limited by the lack of data at very low concentrations. In these cases, therefore,
dedicated doping experiments are necessary as described in [Ancsin 2001, 2003,
2007, and 2008, Jimeno-Largo et al. 2005, Rudtsch et al. 2008, Zhang et al. 2008,
Fahr et al. 2011, Petchpong and Head 2011b, Tabacaru et al. 2011, Sun and Rudtsch
2014]. It is important to confirm that the doping experiments are not distorted by the
precipitation of oxides [Fahr and Rudtsch 2009, Fahr et al. 2011].

5.

Chemical Analysis Methods
At present, the uncertainty estimates for chemical analyses are rarely expressed in a
manner consistent with the GUM [JCGM 2008] and the reliability of the estimates
remains a concern. Until recently, the common practice in chemical testing was to use
the repeatability or reproducibility of measurements as the basis for the uncertainty
assessment. This may still be the practice in many laboratories. Other sources of
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uncertainty include sampling effects, segregation effects within a sample,
contamination of the analysis equipment, and calibration. The problems related to the
chemical analysis are worsened by the possibility of subsequent contamination of the
pure metal during the filling process of the fixed-point cell or from impurities leaching
out of the graphite crucible when the metal is molten. Thus, uncertainties in chemical
analyses (if reported at all) may be low. The magnitude of u( cl1i ) may be comparable
to cl1i itself. Expanded uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) for individual elements
are normally within the range 20% to 300% of the nominal value. A fixed-point
temperature should not be corrected when the uncertainties of the chemical analysis
exceed 100%. This is because the application of the correction in this case may do
more harm than good. Where the uncertainty of the impurity concentrations is large
compared to other components of the overall fixed-point uncertainty budget, it is
important to compute the degrees of freedom associated with the standard uncertainty
of the SIE method given by Equation (10) to ensure that the expanded uncertainty can
be properly computed, see Subsection 6.
To improve the situation, it is necessary to compare results obtained by different
institutes using appropriate analysis methods for samples of the fixed-point materials
that are of vital importance to the thermometry community. Such methods include, for
instance: Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (AAS), Carrier-Gas Hot Extraction
(CGHE), ElectroThermal Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (ETAAS), Glow
Discharge Mass Spectrometry (GD-MS), Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (ICP-MS), Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INAA), and
Photon Activation Analysis (PAA). Determination of the carbon content and that of
dissolved gases such as oxygen and nitrogen is a significant problem. For the
determination of non-metals, CGHE and PAA are suitable methods.
The current state-of-the-art approach for the determination of the impurity
content of metallic fixed-point materials is GD-MS. Advantages of this technique are
low limits of determination, excellent repeatability, and a direct solid sampling
technique that avoids losses or contamination caused by wet chemical pretreatment. In
contrast to most other techniques, it is considerably faster and results can be obtained
within minutes to a few hours. Typically, about 50 to 70 different impurities (elements
of the periodic table) can be determined with sufficiently low limits of detection down
to the part per billion levels. The main drawback of GD-MS is the lack of a suitable
and traceable calibration procedure for the quantification of low mass fractions with
small uncertainty. With the current method of quantification, which is based on
matrix-independent analyte-specific so-called standard relative sensitivity factors
(Standard-RSFs), uncertainties between a factor of two (of the true value) and a factor
of five are typically claimed. A further disadvantage of GD-MS is that it is difficult to
quantify with small uncertainty for non-metals.
A cooperative effort between PTB and BAM Federal Institute for Materials
Research and Testing was directed to developing an SI-traceable chemical analysis of
the materials used in the fixed-point cells with sufficiently low uncertainties
[Gusarova 2010, Rudtsch et al. 2008, 2011]. The new methodology for instrument
calibration is to replace the current semi-quantitative approach by a quantitative one
based on sets of doped samples with well-known impurity contents, whose
concentration values are directly traceable to the International System of Units. The
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characteristic difference from common practice is to carry out the chemical analysis of
the fixed-point metal after the cell’s freezing temperature has been determined. This
allows for the inclusion of contamination and purification effects arising from the
filling process, or due to contact with the carbon crucible and other parts of the fixedpoint cell. Furthermore, the graphite crucible and other parts of the fixed-point cell
that could possibly contaminate the fixed-point metal are also analysed. The use of
synthetic standards has yielded hitherto unachieved uncertainties smaller than 30% for
the majority of the detected impurities.

6.

Effective Degrees of Freedom, Expanded Uncertainties, and
Confidence Levels
The approach to reporting uncertainties developed in Subsection 3 proposes a
paradigm shift for thermometry. A review of the report of Key Comparison CCT-K3
[Mangum et al. 2002] and subsequent analysis [Guthrie 2002] either implicitly (by
omission) or explicitly associate the Type B estimates for the impurity influences with
infinite degrees of freedom. In the CCT-K3 exercise, the majority of the participants
stated that the uncertainty estimate for the impurity influence was based on Raoult’s
law. Given the relatively large relative uncertainty of the chemical analyses on which
these estimates depend, a more realistic assessment of the degrees of freedom is in
order. For ease of reference, use is made here of an expression from the Evaluation of
measurement data - Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM)
[JCGM 2008], with the equation numbering used therein. The approximation

1  u ( xi ) 
i  

2  u ( xi ) 

2

,

(G.3)

provides a means to estimate the degrees of freedom i given the relative uncertainty
of u(xi), which is the quantity in large brackets. The alternative expression [Douglas
2005]
2
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 u 

2
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(13)

focuses on the broadening of the asymmetric chi-squared distribution to choose a
better Student distribution than Expression (G.3) for small .
Values of Δu(xi) are best obtained directly from reports of analysis, when the
report gives uncertainties in the determination of xi. In the absence of this information,
the effective degrees of freedom may be estimated by examining the reproducibility of
multiple, independent chemical analyses and other experimental evidence.
Once the degrees of freedom have been calculated, the coverage factor can be
determined for a given confidence level (usually 95%). Following the form of the
GUM, the expanded uncertainty is given by
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U95 = t95() u .

(14)

In Equation (14), t95() is from Student’s distribution (or t-distribution) where 
defines the interval from –t95() to +t95() that encompasses 95% of the distribution.
Given the procedural difficulties in estimating t95 when it is likely that the degrees of
freedom from Equation (G.3) will fall below 1, Equation (13) is recommended
instead. The treatment of the uncertainty of non-normal distributions or distributions
with low effective degrees of freedom is a current area of research, and the statistical
tools are not yet fully developed.
This discussion is merely a reminder of how finite degrees of freedom influence
a single-component uncertainty. The reader is referred to the GUM [JCGM 2008] for
the procedure to be used when combining uncertainty components, each having their
associated degrees of freedom, via the Welch-Satterthwaite formula.

7.

Validation of Fixed-Point Cells
The SIE, OME and combined methods treated in Subsection 3 yield uncertainty
estimates based on the analysis results obtained for specially-prepared test samples
and the available data on the impurity effects. Thus, they assume that the fixed-point
material within the cell is substantially similar in composition to the starting material.
For the validation of the in-ingot quality of fixed-point cells, complementary
techniques are useful for the following reasons:
 It is challenging to implement fully the SIE method for metallic fixed
points, see Subsection 3.1.
 Fixed-point cells may be contaminated during the fabrication process or
due to contact with the crucible, especially for fixed points at temperatures
of 420 °C (zinc freezing point) and higher. But usually it is not practicable
to break a cell for analysing the used ingot material.
 The impurities may be inhomogeneously distributed in the vertical and
radial directions due to their segregation within the crystal or at grain
boundaries and dislocations.
Thermal analysis of freezing (or melting) curves and the ERC (Estimate based on
Representative Comparisons) method are appropriate for the validation of fixed-point
cells. If either a thermal analysis or an ERC result in an estimated uncertainty larger
than that obtained by the SIE, OME or combined methods, then it is likely that the cell
has been contaminated, the chemical analysis underestimates the impurities, or the
realisation methods are less than optimal.
For the application of the thermal analysis, it is important that the curves are not
deformed by the thermal conditions within the furnace [Rudtsch et al. 2008, Fahr and
Rudtsch 2008, Pearce et al. 2012, 2013] and that the freezing conditions are such that
i
has nearly the same value as k0i , see Subsection 2.3.2. The utility of information
keff
that can be extracted from a series of complementary fixed-point realisations (like
freezing/melting with/without a second interface, melting after slow/fast cooling,
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variations of the duration of the fixed-point curves and subsequent extrapolation,
adiabatic measurements and other techniques) is currently a matter of active
discussion, see [Lee and Gam 1992, Strouse and Moiseeva 1999, Strouse 2003 and
2005, Jimeno-Largo et al. 2005, Morice et al 2008, Renaot et al 2008, Hill 2014] and
the following discussion. Generally, the flatter the freezing or melting curve, the
greater the purity of the fixed-point substance, and the closer the measured fixed point
will be to the correct temperature. Extrapolation of curves to the liquidus point as a
function of F or 1/F [Strouse 2003] and plots of liquidus-point temperature versus
freezing rate [Widiatmo et al. 2006, 2008, Yamazawa et al. 2007] all provide
qualitative indications of purity. It should be kept in mind that a melt following a very
fast (quench) freeze generally leads to a more homogeneous sample with a narrower
melting range, whereas a melt following a slow freeze (which allows significant
impurity segregation) will have a larger melting range, see Subsection 2.4.
Widiatmo et al. (2006, 2008, 2010, 2011a, 2011b), Yamazawa et al. (2007,
2008), and Tsai (2013) have compared the SIE method with the so-called slope
analysis for different freezing points (Sn, Zn, Al, Ag). The slope analysis utilizes the
fact that for k0i = 0, i.e. assuming the validity of Raoult’s law, the slope of the
dependence of the freezing temperature on 1/F is equal to the SIE at the liquidus point
(F = 1), cf. Equations (5) and (9). Thus, the applicability of the slope analysis must be
checked by one of the methods discussed in Subsection 3, and such thermal analysis
does not estimate the uncertainty reliably. However, the investigations listed above
show that even if the condition k0i = 0 is not fulfilled for all detected impurities, the
SIE and slope-analysis estimates may be comparable. This demonstrates that the slope
analysis is useful as a means of validating fixed-point cells.
Pearce et al. have used four different methods to describe freezing curves of
high-purity fixed-point samples:
(i)

In [Pearce et al. 2012], a one-dimensional model of coupled solute and heat
transport, based on finite element analysis, was employed to parameterise zinc
freezing curves and especially impurity effects. As the shape of the predicted
freezing curves are dictated primarily by the impurity effects, it was used also,
in conjunction with experimental results, to determine the furnace settings for
which spurious thermal effects are minimal.

(ii)

A comparable model of coupled mass and heat transport was developed in
COMSOL Multiphysics in [Pearce 2013]. This model agrees quantitatively
with model (i) and shows in particular that the zinc freezing curve approaches
the shape given by the Scheil expression (Equation (5) for one impurity with
representative parameters). This finding supports the concept of
parameterisation.

(iii)

In [Pearce et al. 2013], the fitting of the Scheil expression to freezing curves is
examined with a set of Scheil curves constructed using chemical analyses of 32
tin, zinc, aluminium, and silver fixed-point cells. The fits were performed in
two ways: a) Tpure, cl1, k0 free parameters, b) Tpure, cl1 free parameters, k0 = 0
fixed. The results show that the model can be used reliably in a large number of
cases to parameterise all three parameters, but the method can break down at
the extremes of impurity parameter space. (The application of the Scheil
equation is also discussed in [Malik et al. 2011].)
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(iv)

A relatively new technique for simulating phase transitions is the phase-field
method summarized in [Large and Pearce 2014]. The model is applied to
understand the effect of experimental parameters – such as initiation technique
and furnace homogeneity – on the measured freezing curve. Results show that
Scheil-like freezing curves can be obtained with a specific furnace temperature
profile, and provided that the freeze is of long duration the results are consistent
with previous models and experiment.

The description of freezing curves achieved with models (i) to (iv) is certainly helpful
for the validation of fixed-point cells and for monitoring possible changes during their
use, but the modelling does not allow corrections of the fixed-point temperatures or
uncertainties to be estimated.
The ERC method is no longer considered acceptable as the basis for estimating
the uncertainty attributed to chemical impurities as it is somewhat dependent on
chance, but it can assist in the validation of fixed-point cells. Differences in cell
realisation temperatures are best measured by “direct comparison”, whereby two cells
are simultaneously realised in identical thermal enclosures. (Recommendations for
performing such cell comparisons are given by Mangum et al. (1999) and Widiatmo
et al. (2010).) In fact, the comparisons can be direct comparisons of fixed-point cells
within one laboratory. Advantages of single-laboratory comparisons are: (i) many
effects other than cell variations are maintained constant and are not inappropriately
interpreted as “cell impurities,” and (ii) because the cost is less, it is feasible to test
many more cells. When using comparisons of cells [Mangum et al. 1999, Strouse
2003, Widiatmo et al. 2010], the cells should be manufactured from different sources
of fixed-point materials, and preferably made using different procedures. Where the
ERC method is employed for supplementary investigations, uncertainty budgets
should identify the components that are encompassed in cell differences.

8. Overview of effects of impurities in the ITS-90 fixed-point
substances
The influence of impurities on the fixed-point temperature differs substantially among
the three types of fixed-point substances used in the ITS-90, namely cryogenic gases,
water, and metals. The differences are manifest in the number and kind of common
and effectively-acting impurities, their solubility in the melt and the solid, and in the
slopes of the liquidus lines. The product of the fixed-point temperature T90 and the
cryoscopic constant A is only weakly temperature dependent (the values range from
0.9 to 2.7), see Table 1. This suggests that, for all substances, the relative change of
the realised temperature by impurities has the same order of magnitude for a given
purity. The values mli of the liquidus-line slopes listed in Appendix 2 support this
tendency. On average, the absolute influence of impurities is more than one order of
magnitude larger for metals than for the cryogenic gases, and for water it is in
between. The distribution coefficients k0i are tabulated in Appendix 2 for two
reasons. First, they show how purification can be achieved by zone refining. Second,
for many systems, mli can be estimated from k0i by applying Equation (6).
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8.1.

Effects of Impurities in Cryogenic Gaseous Fixed-Point Substances

The cryogenic fixed points of gaseous substances - the triple points of equilibrium H2
(e-H2), Ne, O2 and Ar - are affected by only a limited number of impurities, distinct
for each fixed-point substance. Due to the fact that many impurities do not influence
the triple-point temperature, the OME method usually leads to a (considerable)
overestimate. Based on the A values listed in Table 1, it follows that an impurity
content of 1 ppm mole fraction would change the melting temperature by 54 µK,
60 µK, 221 µK, and 197 µK for e-H2, Ne, O2 and Ar, respectively, in the range of the
melted fraction F from 20% to 100%. These values are larger than usually observed,
especially for hydrogen and oxygen.
If the thermal analysis of melting curves is used to validate fixed-point cells,
some peculiarities of the cryogenic gases must be considered. The Ar content in O2 is
easily underestimated by two orders of magnitude [Pavese et al 1988] since k0i of Ar
is near to one. Thus, Equation (6) is not applicable and the melting curve is not
broadened due to the redistribution of the Ar atoms, but the triple-point temperature is
still depressed by the presence of Ar. A comparison of typical melting ranges of pure
Ne isotopes with those of natural Ne samples suggests that at least part of the melting
range of natural neon is due to isotopic fractionation. In the case of Ar, crystal defects
may reduce the melting temperature significantly. Therefore, thermal analysis should
be done following incomplete melting and slow refreezing, which may reduce the
width of the melting range to 10 µK [Wolber and Fellmuth 2008].
The present knowledge of the common impurities contained in commercial highpurity gases and their sensitivity coefficients mli is reviewed for each of the four
fixed-point substances in [Pavese 2009, Pavese and Molinar 2013]. For the mli values,
a 'best guess' and an uncertainty estimate based on experience are given. The values of
the slopes of the liquidus and solidus lines as well as the resulting k0i values are
considered in Appendix 2. In addition, this data is also given for the triple point of N2,
an often-used reference point in secondary scales. In the two references, further
information is provided regarding chemical assays, which were available over up to
three decades, and, partly, on the solubility. The following impurities are the main
elements affecting the triple-point temperature: Ne and He in H2; He, H2 and N2 in
Ne; Ar and N2 in O2; O2 and N2 in Ar.

8.2.

Effects of impurities in water

The triple point of water (TPW) is the only fixed point for which it can be assumed
that all impurities are practically insoluble in the solid phase and remain confined in
the liquid phase ( k0i ≈ 0 for any impurity species), see Section 2.2 Triple Point of
water. This means that, provided the preparation of the ice mantle is slow enough to
guarantee complete mixing in the liquid (see Subsection 2.3.1, freezing rate smaller
than 10 mm/h), Raoult’s law is valid (Equation (4) in Subsection 2.2), and a plot of
the measured TPW temperature versus 1/F allows the determination of the total
impurity concentration [Mendez-Lango 2002]. The cryoscopic constant of water, see
Table 1, corresponds to a depression of the TPW temperature at the liquidus point of
103 µK for an impurity content of 1 ppm mole fraction.
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There are four main sources of impurities in the water of a TPW cell, see
Section 2.2 Triple Point of water: chemicals used in the cleaning and pre-conditioning
of the cell; for borosilicate-glass cells, impurities dissolved from the glass; lowvolatility compounds in the source water having a similar boiling point as water;
residual gases in the cell water. For impurities with a high dissociation constant, the
concentration can be determined by measuring the electrical conductivity of the water
[Ballico 1999]. Ideally-pure water has a conductivity of order 5 µS/m and the
effective ionic conductivity amounts to 2 mS m2/mol, i.e. the conductivity increases
by more than an order of magnitude for an impurity content of 1 ppm.
8.3.

Effects of Impurities in Metallic Fixed-Point Substances

The effects of impurities are most problematic for the metallic fixed-point substances
because of the large number of relevant impurity elements and the strong
concentration dependence of the phase-transition temperature, see Table 1 and the
data collation in Appendix 2. The values of the cryoscopic constants listed in Table 1
yield the strongest effect for Cu of 1.2 mK for an impurity content of 1 ppm.
Therefore, when collating the data, it is helpful to consider the rules governing the
magnitude of the distribution coefficients and the solid solubility. These rules are
summarised in this subsection.
In [Pearce 2014], the distribution-coefficient values were drawn from the
literature (mainly doping studies), calculated using thermodynamic modelling
software, or obtained from the liquidus slope by applying Equation (6). In the latter
case, care was taken to ensure consistency of the units. A full set of parameters is
presented in Appendix 2. The huge number of values (over 1300 binary systems, 25
different metal solvents, solute atomic number from 1 to 94) for all metallic fixedpoint substances of the ITS-90 and other metals, which are in some way linked to use
as fixed points, suggests that the value of k0i for a particular impurity element is a
function of its position in the periodic table, with a lesser dependence on the solvent.
This opens up the possibility of predicting the value of k0i for impurity-solvent binary
systems hitherto undetermined, with an uncertainty (in terms of log( k0i )) estimated to
be about 30%.
The solubility in both liquid and solid phases is often far from ideal. In particular,
the solubility of the impurity in the solid solvent is governed by a large number of
factors. An impurity is dissolved in a solid when the crystal structure of the solvent
remains unchanged by the addition of solutes. The solute may be incorporated in the
solvent crystal lattice substitutionally, by direct replacement of a solvent atom in the
lattice, or interstitially, by fitting into the space between solvent atoms. The
propensity for two substances to form solid solutions is a complicated function of their
chemical, crystallographic, and quantum properties, but the Hume-Rothery rules
provide some basic guidelines to determine whether two substances are likely to form
a solid solution [Mizutani 2010, Zhang et al. 2010]:
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Substitutional solid solution rules:
 The atomic radius of the solute atom must differ from that of the solvent
by no more than 15%; if the difference is greater, the solute is likely to
have low solubility.
 The crystal structures of solute and solvent must match.
 A metal will dissolve a metal of higher valency to a greater extent than
one of lower valency.
 The solute and solvent should have similar electronegativity; the larger the
difference, the more likely a compound will form instead.
Interstitial solid solution rules:
 Solute atoms must be smaller than interstitial sites in the solvent lattice.
 The solute and solvent should have similar electronegativity.
The situation is further complicated by the fact that, since the solid solubilities
depend on the interactions between the solid solution and other phase(s), the
maximum solid solubilities are not necessarily parameters that accurately indicate the
relative compatibilities of the solute elements with the solvent element in solid
solution [Trumbore 1960]. Nonetheless, the above rules provide useful guidance on
which parameters to investigate. Darken-Gurry diagrams [Darken and Gurry 1953],
where the electronegativity of the solvent element and each impurity element is
plotted as a function of the covalent radius, allow a qualitative prediction of solid
solubility: on such plots, an ellipse having a width of 30% of the value of the covalent
radius of the solvent element and a height of 0.8 units in electronegativity may be
drawn, as per the prescription of Darken and Gurry, to reflect the fact that impurity
elements closer to the solvent element on such a diagram are expected to have higher
solid solubility.
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